
CAGE TRAPPING GRAY FOX 

 As I bounced down the old abandoned two-track dirt road and rounded the bend, it was 

easy to see the set had seen some action. Pieces of scattered dead sticks that had once been neatly 

arranged as my set blocking were now strewn across the road where the set had been. The 

gravely landscape had a few tell tale lines in the dirt where the drag chain had been “sawed” 

through the loamy soil by the struggles of a captured animal. Anxiously watching for tell-tale 

movement, I saw a few gobs of scattered fur and my heart sank – my captured gray fox had 

provided a filling meal to a hungry coyote. That was the ninth fox eaten by coyotes that day. 

Bummer!  

 As I surveyed the scene, the evidence of what had happened was easy to see. The little 

coilspring trap was wedged in a low crotch of the juniper tree under which the trap had been set, 

with a fox paw still between the jaws of the trap – the only morsel left behind by the coyote. The 

fox had tried to climb the tree to safety from the hungry coyote, but had wrapped the chain 

around a ground-level juniper knob which anchored him too close to the ground to avoid Mr. 

Coyote.  

 Unfortunately, this scene was to repeat itself many times over that season – 39 times to 

be exact. At $40+ per fox, it was hard to swallow those kinds of losses. I tried lots of ways to 

keep the coyotes away from my sets, but the tinkling trap chain apparently had the effect of a 

dinner bell. I even made sets specifically for coyotes and managed to take a few, but it slowed 

me down a lot, cut my equipment and my fox catch in half, and catching a $12 desert coyote was 

not something I could get real enthused about anyway. I made plans to come back next fall 

before the gray fox season opened and snare coyotes (the coyote season is open year round in my 

state), but I wondered if there was something I could do NOW to cut my losses.  



 That’s when I started thinking about using cage traps to catch grays. To my pleasant 

surprise, I found grays readily enter a cage trap, and their generally bold approach to lures and 

baits made them susceptible to a well-placed cage. I discovered many other advantages to using 

cages. For example, many areas with good fox populations that I always avoided either because 

of human traffic, or the possibility of catching someone’s prize bird dog, were now prime set 

locations producing dozens of fox. Set locations close to a well-traveled road (it is illegal to set a 

steal trap larger than a #1 close to the road in my state) also added to my increasing tally of fox. 

Moreover, I was happy to learn that the rules and regulations in my state pertaining to the use of 

certain animal parts, and exposed baits in general, did not apply to cage traps. The cages were, 

strangely enough, easier to conceal than I thought they would be, and the captured animal was 

hidden out of sight instead of bouncing around in the open with a trap on its foot. I also found 

cage trapping was much simpler than using steel traps. There were no pan covers, drags, stakes, 

hammers, or dirt sifters to worry about. Best of all, the sturdy cage trap would protect the 

captured gray fox from marauding coyotes.   

Sure, cage traps are bulky and expensive, and I would not want to be limited to only 

using cage traps like trappers are in California or Colorado and other states. But when used 

properly, cage traps are a wonderful tool that will not only increase the number of fox you catch, 

may also help you keep more of the fox that you catch. Here’s how I go about it.   

 The first decision is the choice of cage trap. I have caught grays in cages generally built 

for coons, and they work fine. I have several of the collapsible cage traps used by ADC trappers 

for coon, and they will also work. These cages are roughly 12 to 15 inches in height and 12 to 15 

inches in width, and are about 36 inches long. Some traps have a bait door at the rear, which 



helps in placing bait or lure in the rear of the cage. However, the possibility of having a $500 to 

$800 bobcat walk by such a small trap made me look for a different design.  

 Several cage traps made by individuals who specialize in making bobcat traps are the 

ticket. Stacy Yancy and Reid Aiton of California are two of the pioneers in modern cage trapping 

design. When California outlawed steel-jawed traps, these men could have abandoned trapping 

like so many others did, but instead, these creative fellows designed a guillotine door cage 

specifically with high-priced bobcats in mind. Their traps were light (with no internal frame), 

easy to set, and were a cinch to conceal. Through trial and error, Stacy and Reid also focused on 

the location of the pan in relation to the animal’s body length, placing the pan closer to the door 

than many commercial manufacturers had done. Later, Stacy’s son Jeff Yancy would further 

refine the design of the so-called “California Cage Trap.” Jeff consistently makes triple digit cat 

catches solely with cages, so a person would be well advised to pay attention to his design 

modifications.  

Other variations and manufacturers have followed suit with their own designs. Currently, 

John Schroeder from Nebraska makes a quality-built cage trap with an internal quarter inch rod 

frame, and drop down door. John’s cages are bomb-proof, but of course, weigh a bit more than a 

frameless trap. Each door design (the drop down, and the guillotine) works equally well, in my 

experience, and both have their pros and cons.  The drop down door doesn’t sit up so high, and 

because it parallels the ground, is somewhat invisible to the eye. On the other hand, the guillotine 

door sits up twice the height of the trap. In populated areas, this is a disadvantage because it can 

be seen easily, while in remote areas a flag tied to the top of the door serves as an attractor and 

also allows the trap to be checked from a distance. The drop down door sticks out from the cage 



where cattle, deer and elk may stumble into it, something that rarely happens to the vertical 

design of the guillotine door.  

Both Schroeder and Yancy now manufacture cages that store, or “nest,” inside each 

other, allowing four traps to be carried in the space previously occupied by one. Using these 

nesting traps, I can carry 40 or more traps in the back of my Toyota pickup. The California cages 

tend to be narrower, and stress greater height rather than width. The purpose for this is two-fold. 

First, cats and grays will go in a very narrow cage. Jeff Yancy makes and uses cages that are 8, 

10, 12 and 14 inches wide and consistently catches large tom bobcats in all of them. In fact, Jeff 

will tell you that he favors the narrower trap. Second, Jeff, Stacy and Reid have all told me that 

the width of the trap is not so near as important as making sure the height allows the animal to 

enter without crouching down, and the length of the trap gives him the impression there may be 

another way out.  

Once you have decided on the design of trap you will use, I recommend a few 

modifications. First, I get a 1 inch by 6 inch length of strap steel and weld my name on it, and 

then I weld that piece of steel to an integral part of the trap, like the door. In this way, a would-be 

thief would have to remove or replace the entire door to get rid of the name plate. It is my hope 

that the effort to do so would discourage the thief from taking the trap.  

Next, I get a couple of different color cans of spray paint and camouflage the entire trap, 

especially the door frame. Pay special attention to areas of “shine” from exposed metal that will 

attract human attention. Let the cage air out before setting it. A very light coat of petroleum jelly 

on the sliding door rails will also allow the doors to drop faster. In areas where the potential for 

theft is high, I use a 10’ length of beaver drowner cable (with a loop at each end) to tie off to a 

nearby tree and padlock the cable to the trap.  



With that introduction to cage trap design and modification, let’s go set some cages. Like 

any other form of trapping, successful caging requires that you know the habits and habitat of the 

animal you intend to trap. The same goes for caging grays. However, you should keep an eye out 

for set locations that you may have previously avoided with steel traps. Areas that were too close 

to a well traveled road or highway (such as turnouts or maintenance roads), near Forest Service 

campgrounds, housing developments, farms, game bird watering devices (aka “guzzlers”), 

adjacent to parks or preserves may have previously been off limits, but are now new hot spots to 

the cage trapper. We have one hot spot behind a Forest Service garbage dumpster that 

consistently produces grays in a cage trap but I would never dare set a steel trap there.  

The tools for cage trappers are quite simple. I always have a pair of pliers in my trapping 

bucket to cut wire for danglers (discussed later), and for straightening or repairing any part of the 

cage that may sustain any form of damage. I also use a small garden hoe/rake tool to level the 

bed for the trap. A pair of lightweight but strong shrub pruning shears is essential. I have a 

lightweight pair made by Fiskar that have served me well. They will cut any tree limb up to two 

inches in diameter, and they weigh nothing. A trowel or Yo-Ho shovel will also come in handy. 

A small bucket will carry all these tools and hold your bait and lure as well.  

Regardless of the type of set I will construct with the cage, I prepare each location the 

same. I look for an area where a fox will be traveling and can see the cage door from a distance. 

This may mean the edge of a sandy wash or near a road or trail, the edge of a thicket or 

hedgerow, or even along a ditch or creek bank. Look for a spot that is fairly level. You will need 

some vegetation to conceal your cage, so look for a big bush or low hanging tree branches. In my 

area, pinion or juniper trees provide good concealment.  



Once I find the right spot, I take my cage and with a sawing motion, push the cage back 

and forth into the bush or the tree a few times. Any limbs or branches that impede progress are 

removed with my shears. Cut just enough limbs or branches to allow the cage to fit, but leave the 

rest for concealment. Once I have established a basic footprint of the cage’s outline, I withdraw 

the cage and set it aside. Then, taking my garden hoe/rake tool, I work the soil to loosen it down 

a couple inches and make it level. Once the ground has been softened and leveled, I put the trap 

back in place. Using some of the dirt I raked up to bed the trap, I cover the bottom of the cage 

with a half inch or so of soil, spreading it smooth. You want at least a half an inch of dirt 

covering the floor of the trap because the fox won’t want to walk on the exposed wire of the cage 

bottom. I also toss a handful of dirt on the trap pan to help conceal it.   

A trapped animal like a fox will bounce around quite a bit in the cage, so use some rocks 

or larger tree limbs and stabilize the cage by placing them on each side of the cage. Now use the 

tree branches you’ve trimmed and cover the entire trap, especially along each side near the door 

and the rear of the cage. Place a few branches on top of the cage as well to prevent a fox from 

viewing the contents of the cage from any nearby high spot of ground. Be careful to avoid 

putting large tree limbs on the cage itself, because the fox will be tempted to climb up the limb 

and inspect the cage from above, or he may even walk on top of the cage and trip the door. It is 

critical to understand that if the fox can get access to view the bait or lure from any other part of 

the cage besides the front door, he may satisfy his curiosity from that vantage point and leave 

without being caught. 

I generally use two types of sets for gray fox with the cages – a modified dirt hole, and a 

set with a hanging “dangler” or visual attractant. While the traditional dirt hole used with steel 

traps probably catches more fox than any other set, a dirt hole under the cage loses much of the 



eye appeal the hole would have without the trap on top of it. After setting hundreds of cages over 

the course of many months with trail cameras pointed at them, I observed gray fox were often 

ambivalent about working a dirt hole under the cage, perhaps because it doesn’t have the same 

attraction without the fresh earth mounded along side it.  

After a great deal of trial and error, and many hours of studying trail camera video, I 

came up with a variation of the dirt hole set that works well. I call it “the Mouse hole set.” To 

make this set, dig a dirt hole under the rear of the cage. Next, drop a teaspoon of Caven’s “Just 

Mice” bait in the hole, and then put a fake mouse (available at most pet stores in the cat toy 

department) in the hole, nose first. Now place the cage over the hole and the fake mouse. Here’s 

the important part – take a long stick and fish the tail of the fake mouse up through the cage floor 

so just an inch or two of the tail is sticking up through the cage wire. If you want to add a lure to 

the set, just dip a twig in the lure and then toss it into the rear of the cage (Fox Hollow’s “Bounty 

Hunter” lure is a rodent-based lure and works well in this application). The natural mouse smell, 

combined with the appearance of fur, is a great enticement to a hungry gray fox and helps 

overcome suspicion or apprehension. The mild odor also has the advantage of being quite 

species-specific to the gray fox, thereby cutting down on non-target catches. When the fox sees 

the fur and smells the bait, he instinctively wants to gain the highest ground for a vantage point 

to check out the bait, and naturally steps on the trap pan to get a better look.  

The dangler set is also a highly productive set, particularly as the season wears on and the 

fox get hungrier and more aggressive. Using Jeff Yancy’s design, I cut a small piece of faux fur 

(available at any discount fabric store for just a couple dollars per yard) about 2 inches wide, and 

about 6 inches in length. I fold the piece of cloth in half so I end up with a piece 2 inches wide by 

3 inches in length. I then have my daughter sew both sides to form a pocket. I then invert the 



cloth so the “fur” part is on the inside, and cut two small holes, then attach two plastic eyes (12 

to 18mm brown or yellow-orange). To complete the dangler, reverse it again so the fur (and the 

eyes) are on the outside. When finished, the dangler looks like a small puppet. To install the 

dangler in the trap, take a foot-long piece of thin wire, and tie one end to the “top” or closed end 

of the dangler so the open end of the pocket is pointing down. Then bend the wire over about an 

inch from the other end. Now go to the rear of the cage, and in the center of the cage, about 3 

inches from the rear, poke the dangler down through the cage wire, and hang the dangler from 

the roof of the cage with the bend in the wire. The slightest breeze will cause the dangler to sway 

back and forth to entice the fox into believing it is alive. A small twig with your favorite lure or 

bait dipped in it is placed in the rear of the cage and covered with a light coat of dust. This set, by 

the way, will catch every passing bobcat as well.  

Both of these sets require that the cage be totally concealed with brush, tree limbs, rocks, 

sticks or leaves, so the only visible portion of the trap is the doorway. The doorway will appear 

to be a black hole, which adds additional eye appeal and attraction as every fox (and cat) will 

have to come over and check out that big black hole. On the other hand, if you fail to conceal the 

entire trap, the fox will work the bait or lure from the side or back of the cage and satisfy his 

curiosity without ever entering the trap.  

Cage trapping gray fox is an exciting and productive way to increase your catch, taking 

advantage of set locations that you may have previously avoided. In some cases, they may allow 

you access where concerned landowners do not allow trapping with traditional steel traps. Cage 

traps will never replace steel leghold traps, but they provide a great alternative in some situations 

that will put more fur on your stretchers and a bigger fur check in your pocket.  

 



 

  


